Yale Law School Fiction Book Club

Everyone is invited!  
*There There* by Tommy Orange

In Tommy Orange’s “There There,” an ambitious meditation on identity and its broken alternatives, on myth filtered through the lens of time and poverty and urban life, on tradition all the more pressing because of its fragility, it is as if he seeks to reconfigure Oakland as a locus of desire and dreams, to remake the city in the likeness of his large and fascinating set of characters.

**Tuesday, November 19, 2019.**
12:10 - 1:00 pm, Room SLB 120

---

### Important Dates

- **11/06 Book Talk:** Jack Balkin and Sanford Levinson, *Democracy and Dysfunction* with Commentators Justin Driver, Jacob Hacker and Robert Posner and moderator Francesca Proacci
- **11/07 Movie Night:** *When Two Worlds Collide* presented by Fernando Loayza Jordan (LLM 20) and Patrick Wieland (JSD)
- **11/11 Book Talk:** Anthony Kronman’75, *The Assault on American Excellence.*

---

### New Acquisition

Belva Ann Lockwood: first day of issue, June 18, 1986. A commemorative postcard and stamp of Belva Ann Lockwood, who became the first woman to practice law before the Supreme Court and a candidate for president in 1884 and 1888.  
*Gift of Lois S. Montbertrand, YLS Class of 1985.*

---

### Yale Law School Legal Scholarship Repository

The Yale Law School Legal Scholarship Repository ([http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/](http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/)) is our online, open access database containing almost all past and present Yale faculty legal scholarship, as well as a great deal of student scholarship and entire runs of ten former and current Yale law journals. The Repository is recognized as one of the most valuable free portals to legal scholarship available on the Internet. At the Yale Law School, the digital Repository is now treated as the central archive of professors’ work, past and present. It plays a vital role in our preservation efforts for the Law School. As such, it represents the institutional memory of the school’s scholarship.

The Yale Law School Legal Scholarship Repository contains over 17,660 scholarly works, and last year alone, the Repository saw over 1,854,154 full-text downloads. Beyond our own community, the Repository enjoys incredible global reach and has become a fabulous tool for global outreach.

To submit an article or comment, please contact: Cesar.Zapata@Yale.edu